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2010 Winter Session (2010-2011 Academic Year) 
ENGL 490: Majors Seminar (3 credits) 
 
Instructor: Mary Chapman 
Section: 010 
Term: 2 
 

Propaganda or Literature? A Case of American Suffrage Print Culture 
 
Course Description: 
The American suffrage campaign produced a vibrant and complex literary culture that documented new 
feminist political strategies and generated support for the cause while experimenting with a range of 
forms and aesthetics. Suffrage literature was an integral part of what Margaret Finnegan calls "the art 
of politics" (2), moving its readers to embrace new definitions of women and their public roles. 
 
This majors seminar will trouble the established binary opposition between propaganda and literature, 
taking literature written in the service of the American women’s suffrage campaign as a case study. 
Examining a range of literary and print cultural genres—including manifestoes, petitions, sentimental 
fiction, compositely authored novels, stunt journalism, poetry, drama and conversion narratives, as well 
as banners, posters, cartoons, and valentines —this seminar will challenge theoretical distinctions 
between propaganda and literature by examining how literary texts often perform propagandistic roles. 
At once popular and aesthetically innovative, suffrage texts invite us to speculate about the accuracy 
and relevance of the presumed "great divide" between modernist literary experiment and radical 
polemic in particular.  They also complicate the dominant story of American literary modernism by 
highlighting a radical and social movement and its articulation through and manipulation of modernist/ 
Progressive-Era print culture. The course will ask how suffragists confronted and shaped print culture, 
and will evaluate the effectiveness of a variety of strategies suffrage writers used to disrupt gender 
ideology from parody and pastiche, to hybrid forms, to collective authorship. 
 
Required Texts: 

 theories of print culture by Habermas, Kittler, and David Henkin 
 theories of propaganda by Mark Wollaeger and Janet Lyon 
 literary texts including Henry James, The Bostonians and a suffrage parody of The Bostonians  
 Harriet Beecher Stowe, My Wife and I 
 A modern composite novel, The Sturdy Oak,  
 Elizabeth Robins’ play Votes for Women 
 â€œThe Declaration of Sentimentsâ€• 
 Alice Duer Miller’s suffrage poetry Are Women People? 
 Marianne Moore’s poetry and suffrage writings  
 Sui Sin Far’s “An Inferior Woman” and “The White Woman Who Married a Chinese”  
 Edna Ferber, excerpt from Fanny Herself  
 Djuna Barnes, "How it feels to be forcibly fed" 
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 Anonymous, “How it feels to be the husband of a suffragette”  
 Louisine Havemeyer, “The Suffrage Torch: Memories of a Militant” 
 Marion Carter, “The Woman with Empty Hands” 

Course Requirements: 

 Regular Participation in Discussion 20% 
 15-minute Presentation 20% 
 Paper proposal 10% 
 Final Research Paper or Electronic Edition 50% 

 


